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An additional funding source has been added to the grant footnote. The corrected grant footnote is shown below.

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health Grants R01 DK085259 and R01 DK062324 (to M.D.O.), R01 DK083406 (to M.D.O. and P.I.L.), R01 GM067958 (to K.R.L.), and K01 DK09144 (to A.B.). The postdoctoral fellowship for A.B. was supported in part from a National Kidney Foundation Research Fellowship Award. A.B. was also the recipient of American Heart Association Scientist Development Grant 11SDG7000007. A.B. received partial funding from a pilot grant from the University of Alabama at Birmingham–University of California, San Diego O’Brien Center for Acute Kidney Injury Research (P30 DK079337).
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